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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 12/48
Item ID: 8551612
EAN: 5701289019701
Size: 218 x 104 x 36 mm
Weight: 103 g

Recommended price

199 SEK

Unleash the pristine in your devices with our AM Spray cleaner. It's a safe and environmentally friendly
solution for your screens, with a unique microfiber-wrapped atomiser for efficient cleaning. Ideal for
phones, laptops, tablets, and car touch screens. AM Spray Cleaner handles all your screen cleaning
needs while eliminating nasty bacteria.

Portable Design
Alcohol and Ammonia Free
Cleans All Screens
Anti-Schmutz
All-in-One, Gentle Microfiber

Portable Design
Compact and handy, our AM Spray cleaner fits conveniently in your purse or back pocket. Carry it with
you wherever you go, and always keep your screens in sparkling condition.

Alcohol and Ammonia
We're all about safety for both you and your device. The AM Spray cleaner doesn't contain alcohol or
ammonia, making it friendly to you, your device, and our environment.

Cleans All Screens
Perfect for cleaning all kinds of screens – from the phone in your hand to your laptop at work and even
the touchscreen in your car. AM Spray cleaner leaves every screen crystal clear.

Anti-Schmutz
Say goodbye to all the nasty microbes and bacteria on your screens. Our spray cleaner isn't just about
tidiness; it's about hygiene, too.

All-in-One, Gentle Microfiber
The AM Spray cleaner combines microfiber cloth and spray in one integrated design for efficient
cleaning. The gentle microfiber cleans all screens and devices effectively and takes good care of them.

Package Includes

1 x AM Spray Cleaner (37,5 ml)
1 x Refillable Bottle

Product Specifications

Volume: 37,5 ml
Material: Microfiber
Colour: Gray
Suitable For Phones, Laptops, Tablets, and Car touch screens.

Reviews

"AM fills the gap in the market for a safe and well-designed product that brings back the 'pristine' in
screen" Designboom

"A collection of "Anti-Schmutz" goods to help you keep your laptop, MP3 player or desktop fresher than
a mint-topped hotel pillow"  HYPERBEAST
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